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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which three firmware packages are included in the Cisco UCS C-Series Rack-Mount
UCS-Managed Server Software bundle? (Choose three.)
A. third-party
B. BIOS
C. adapter
D. system
E. board controller
F. CIMC
Answer: B,E,F

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are developing an HTML5 web form to collect feedback information from site visitors. The
web form must display an INPUT element that meets the following requirements:
Allow numeric values between 1 and 10.
Default to the value of 5.
Display as a slider control on the page.
You need to add the INPUT element to the form. Which HTML element should you add?
A. Rating (Between 1 and 10): <input type="number" name="rating" min="1" max="10"
defaulc="5">
B. Rating (Between 1 and 10): <input type="range" name="rating" min="10" max="10"
value="5">
C. Rating (Between 1 and 10): <input type="range" name="rating" min="0" max="10"
default"="5">

D. Rating (Between 1 and 10): <input type="number" name="rating" min ="1" max-"10">
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following are computing services?
A. Elastic cloud server
B. Virtual private cloud
C. Image service
D. Dedicated cloud
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Unless specified, which variables and data values are used to calculate statistics in the MEANS
procedure?
A. non-missing numeric variable values only
B. missing character variables, non-missing character variables, missing numeric variable
values, and non-missing numeric variable values
C. missing numeric variable values and non-missing numeric variable values only
D. non-missing character variables and non-missing numeric variable values only
Answer: A
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